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Abstract
In this paper the large N limit of one hermitian matrix models
coupled to an external matrix is considered. It is shown that in the
large N limit the number of degrees of freedom are reduced to be
order N even though it is order N2 for finite N . It is claimed that
this result is the origin of the factorization of observables in the path
integral formalism.
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1. Introduction
It is a well known fact that in the large N limit the vacuum expectation
value of a finite product of observables is the product of vacuum expectation
values. It is very easy, almost trivial, to prove this remarkable factorization
in the Feynman diagram approach[1]. It is also possible to prove it in the
canonical formalism[2]. But in the path integral formalism it is not clear how
this factorization holds. This factorization suggests that only one configura-
tion enter into the path integral. This is true for vector models but in matrix
models the number of degrees of freedom is order N2 and the expansion pa-
rameter of the large N limit is 1/N2, therefore the quantum corrections to
any classical configuration must be order one and fluctuations to all orders
must enter into the path integral. This explains why is so difficult to find
the master field: because it is not given by one configuration but arises from
several non equivalent configurations. For instance, in one hermitian matrix
models the partition function is given by
Z =
∫
DΦexp{−Ntr[V (Φ)]}. (1)
The potential is a function of N degrees of freedom only: the eigenvalues of
Φ. Actually
Z =
∫
DUDΛ∆2 exp{−Ntr[V (Λ)]} (2)
where Λ is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of Φ, ∆ is a Van der
Monde determinant and the integration over the set of unitary matrices DU
is trivial. The leading contribution to the partition function is given by only
one configuration of eigenvalues, the master field, which is a solution of the
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saddle-point condition
∂
∂Λii
(
ln{∆2 exp{−Ntr[V (λ)]}}
)
= 0 (3)
In this case the factorization of observables holds trivially.
But if we add to the matrix potential a coupling with an external matrix
A then the potential becomes a function of N2 degrees of freedom. Actually
Z =
∫
DUDΛ∆2 exp{−Ntr[V (Λ) + U †ΛUA]} (4)
We can prove the factorization of a product of observables which are functions
of the eigenvalues, like < TrΦTrΦ >. After the exact integration over DU
the partition function becomes
Z(A) ∝
∫
DΛ∆exp{−Ntr[V (Λ) + ΛA]} (5)
Only one configuration of eigenvalues yields the leading contribution to the
partition function in the large N limit. Therefore we can also define a master
field in this case but first we must perform the integration over N2 degrees
of freedom exactly, in other words all configurations of the unitary matrix
variable U enter into the master field.
The existence of a master field for the eigenvalues explains the factoriza-
tion of observables like < TrΦTrΦ >. But for observables like
< Tr(ΦA)Tr(ΦA) >=< Tr(U †ΛUA)Tr(U †ΛUA) > (6)
the factorization is difficult to understand. Of course we know that the fac-
torization holds, we can prove it perturbatively, but we do not understand the
factorization of observables nonperturbatively in the path integral approach.
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We can expect that in the large N limit the partition function is given by
the integral representation of finite N but restricted over some subset of
configurations. For instance (4) in the large N limit should be
Z =
∫
ΓΛ
Dλ
∫
ΓU
DU∆2 exp{−Ntr[V (Λ) + U †ΛUA]} (7)
where Γλ and ΓU are subsets of the set of all eigenvalues and of all unitary
matrices respectively. We know that there is only one configuration in the
subset Γλ. The factorization
< TrΦATrΦA >=< TrΦA >< TrΦA > (8)
suggests that there is only one configuration in ΓU . But at first sight this is
not possible because the set of unitary matrices is labeled by N2 degrees of
freedom. But if there are several nonequivalent configurations in ΓU the fac-
torization of observables like (8) becomes very unnatural. This old problem
has been pointed out by Itzykson and Zuber in[3] several years ago.
In order to understand this problem we must find the configurations which
enter into the path integral in the large N limit. In this paper we will study
one hermitian matrix models coupled to an external matrix. Actually we will
study:
Z =
∫
DΦexp {−NTr[V (Φ) + AΦ]}
Z =
∫
DΦexp {−NTr[V (Φ) + AΦAΦ]} (9)
The first model has been solved in[3, 4] and the second in[7]. But we can
not read from the solutions of the above models the configurations that yield
the leading contribution to the large N limit. In the usual approaches one
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must perform an integration over a subset of variables exactly. In order to
understand the factorization of observables we must study the large N limit
before performing any integration.
We will show that, in the above matrix models, the configurations which
enter into the path integral in the large N limit can be labeled with only N
variables. For instance the subset ΓU is a subset of dimension N . Therefore
the quantum corrections to any classical configuration are subleading in the
large N limit. Hence only one configuration yields the leading contribution
to the path integral in the large N limit and the factorization of observables
follows trivially.
2. Integration over the unitary matrix in the large N limit
Let us start with the following matrix model
Z(A) =
∫
DΦexp {−N [Tr(ΦA) + TrV (Φ)]} . (10)
Without lost of generality we can consider diagonal external matrices.
Let us perform the change of variables
Φ→ U †ΛU, (11)
where Λ is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of Φ and U is a unitary
matrix. The partition function becomes:
Z(A) =
∫
DΛ∆2 exp{−NTrV (Λ)}Z˜(A,Λ), (12)
where
Z˜(A,Λ) =
∫
DU exp{−NTr(U †ΛUA)}. (13)
This integral can be solved with the Itzykson-Zuber formula[3]. But we will
show that in the large N limit the above integral with Λ fixed can be reduced
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to an integral over unitary matrices with only orderN nonvanishing elements.
Hence, as in vector models, we can use saddle-point methods to calculate it.
In the introduction I have claimed that at first sight an integral like (13)
cannot be solved with a saddle-point method. This is because any correction
must be order the number of degrees of freedom which, in matrix models, is
the same as the inverse of the expansion parameter. Therefore any correction
must be order one. But the above argument does not take into account the
compactness of the unitary set. Unitary matrices must satisfy the constraint
UU † = I (14)
Therefore, the absolute values of the elements of an arbitrary unitary matrix
must decrease when N increase. Hence the range of variation of U decrease
with N . But there are exceptions to this rule. For instance the absolute
values of the non zero elements of a diagonal matrix are order one no matter
how bigger is N . Actually for bidiagonal, tridiagonal and in general matrices
with a finite number of nonzero elements in each row and column, the abso-
lute values of its non zero elements are order one. Therefore we can expect
that these configurations must play some special role in the large N limit.
Actually I will show that these configurations yield the leading contribution
to the partition function in the large N limit.
There are two kind of unitary matrices. Unitary matrices with order
N2−N elements so smaller that they decoupled from the matrix potential in
the largeN limit, let us call them unitary matrices withN degrees of freedom,
and unitary matrices where order N2 elements will be coupled between them
through the matrix potential in the large N limit, let us call them unitary
matrices with N2 degrees of freedom. Hence the partition function should
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be the sum of two terms
Z = Zuncoupled + Zcoupled (15)
where Zuncoupled is the partition function restricted over the subset of unitary
matrices with N degrees of freedom and Zcoupled is restricted over the subset
of unitary matrices with N2 degrees of freedom.
It is not possible to solve Zcoupled but it is trivial that
Zcoupled ≤ V ol exp{−NTr(U †SΛUSA)} (16)
where V ol is the volume of the subset of unitary matrices with N2 degrees
of freedom and US is the absolute minimum of the potential in the subset of
unitary matrices with N2 degrees of freedom.
The partition function Zuncoupled is given by
Zuncoupled = A exp{−N2F} (17)
where A is the factor which arises after the integration over the N2 − N
degrees of freedom which decoupled from the potential and I will show that
F is the free energy of a matrix model restricted over unitary matrices with
only N nonzero elements. I will show that A and V ol are of the same order
in the large N limit: this is because the compactness of the unitary group.
Then if
F <
1
N
Tr(U †ΛUSA) (18)
then Zuncoupled gives the leading contribution to Z. And because Zuncoupled
can be reduced to an integral over N degrees of freedom only; actually I will
show that
Zuncoupled =
∫
DU exp{−NTr(U †ΛUA)} (19)
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where DU is the measure over unitary matrices with only N nonzero el-
ements; there is a master field in the variables U and corrections to this
master field will be subleading in the large N limit.
In order to classify the unitary matrices according to the absolute values
of its elements we must transform the measure over the holomorphic elements
DU =
∏
ab
dUab (20)
into a measure which includes the absolute values of the elements
DU =
∏
a≤b
d|Uab| · · · (21)
The invariant measure DU can be extended over the set of all matrices
as follows:
∫
DU =
∫ N∏
a,b=1
{
dUabdU
∗
abδ
(
N∑
c=1
UacU
∗
bc − δab
)}
. (22)
This measure is invariant under the unitary transformation.
Let us perform the following change of variables:
(Uab, U
∗
ab)→ (|Uab|, θab) , (23)
where θab are the phases of the elements of the unitary matrix. The Jacobian
of (23) is
N∏
a,b=1
|Uab|. (24)
Therefore the measure (22) becomes
∫
DU =
∫ N∏
a,b=1
{
d|Uab| dθab |Uab| δ
(
N∑
c=1
|Uac||Ubc| exp(iθac − iθbc)− δab
)}
(25)
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and the partition function (13) becomes:
Z˜(A,Λ) =
∫ N∏
a,b=1
(d|Uab| dθab)
N∏
a,b=1
|Uab|
N∏
a,b=1
δ
[
N∑
c=1
|Uac||Ubc| exp(iθac − iθbc)− δab
]
exp

−N
N∑
a,b=1
|Uab|2ΛbbAaa

 . (26)
The variables |Uab| are restricted by the delta functions which yield the
following constraints:
N∑
c=1
|Uac||Ubc| exp (iθac − iθbc) = δab. (27)
Let us study now the behaviour of the measure (25) in the large N limit
for differents subset of unitary matrices. For homogeneous configurations: all
|Uab| are of the same order, the unitary constraints (27) restrict the variables
{|Uab|} to be order 1/
√
N .
Let ZH the partition function (26) restricted over the set of homogeneous
configurations. Then there is a trivial bound to ZH given by
ZH ≤ V ol exp
{
−NTr(U †sΛUsA)
}
, (28)
where Us is the absolute minimum of Tr(U
†
sΛUsA) in the subset of homo-
geneous configuration and V ol is the volume of the subset of homogeneous
configurations. Because the dimension of the subset of homogeneous config-
urations is N2 the volume must be order
V ol ∝ ( 1√
N
)N
2
(29)
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Let us study now the partition function ZI restricted over the following
inhomogeneous configurations: for each row and column there are a finite
number of elements with absolute value order one, let us call them large
elements, and the others are order less than 1/
√
N , let us call them small.
Order less than 1/
√
N means that the small elements are order
|Usmallab | ∝ (
1√
N
)(1+ǫ) (30)
where ǫ is a positive number which goes to zero in the large N limit.
The are three contribution to the constraints (27). The contribution
which comes from the large elements
∑
c
|U largeac ||U largebc | exp (iθac − iθbc) . (31)
This is order one because the sum over c can only have a finite number of
terms. Let us remark that these inhomogeneous matrices must have only a
finite number of large elements in each row a column, otherwise the above
contribution becomes order greater than one for a = b and the matrices are
not unitary.
The contribution which comes from the small elements
∑
c
|Usmallac ||Usmallbc | exp (iθac − iθbc) . (32)
This is order (
1
N
)ǫ
(33)
because now the sums over c runs over order N elements. And the contribu-
tion which comes from the crossing of large and small elements.
∑
c
|U largeac ||Usmallbc | exp (iθac − iθbc) . (34)
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This is order
1√
N
(
1√
N
)ǫ
(35)
because the sum over c is over a finite number of terms. There are only a
finite number of nonzero large elements |U largeac | for fixed a.
Now let us define ǫ as
ǫ =
1√
lnN
(36)
Then ǫ goes to zero in the large N limit and(
1√
N
)ǫ
→ 0 (37)
Hence, in the large N limit the unitary constraints becomes
∑
c
|U largeac ||U largebc | exp (iθac − iθbc) = δab. (38)
Therefore the small elements have decoupled from the unitary constraints.
Let us remark that the large elements can be put on a matrix, say UL, and
the constraints (38) are equivalent to the unitarity of UL.
But we cannot perform the large N limit inside the Dirac delta function,
in other words is not true that in the large N limit
δ(UU † − I)→ δ(ULU †L − I) (39)
This is because the matrix UL, the matrix of the large elements only, has only
order N variables and there are N2 delta functions in the partition function
(26).
Let us consider the unitary constraints up to the first correction in the
large N limit. Then
∑
c
|U largeac ||U largebc | exp (iθac − iθbc)+
∑
c
|Usmallac ||Usmallbc | exp (iθac − iθbc) = δab.
(40)
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The cross term (34) gives the second correction. Because there are only N
variables |U largeab |, a finite number in each row and column, the large variables
only appear in order N constraints. For instance a matrix with N large
variables in only one row gives contribution to all the constraints but such
matrices are not unitary.
Therefore, there areN delta functions which depend on the large variables
and in the large N limit they become.
∏
(a,b)∈Γ
δ
(∑
c
|U largeac ||U largebc | exp (iθac − iθbc)− δab
)
(41)
If we call IN the set given by the first N integers then Γ is a subset of the set
IN × IN and has only order N elements. In other words (41) is the product
of order N delta functions.
And there are N2−N delta functions which are independent of the large
variables: ∏
(a,b)∈Γ¯
δ
(∑
c
|Usmallac ||Usmallbc | exp (iθac − iθbc)
)
(42)
where Γ¯ is the complementary of Γ in IN × IN . Let us remark that there
is a complete decoupling between the large and the small variables in the
measure.
Let us define δU as the matrix given by the small elements only. Then
the delta functions (41) and (42) means that
(UL)ac(U
†
L)cb = δab (a, b) ∈ Γ
(δU)ac(δU
†)cb = 0 (a, b) ∈ Γ¯ (43)
Let us remark that the second equation in (43) does not mean that δU
is singular because the indices a and b do not run over all integers between
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one and N . Actually we can write the second equation as
δUδU † = J (44)
where J is an arbitrary matrix with nonzero elements Jab for the labels (a, b)
that belongs to Γ and
Jab ∝
(
1
N
)ǫ
(a, b) ∈ Γ. (45)
Let us consider the matrix potential now. The matrix potential can be
split into two parts:
V = −N
N∑
a=1
∑
b∈large
|Uab|2ΛbbAaa −N
N∑
a=1
∑
b∈small
|Uab|2ΛbbAaa (46)
The first term is order N2 because the sum is extended over the variables
which are order one and the sum over the index b has only a finite number
of terms. In the second term each sum over indices a and b is order N , but
the order of the absolute values are less than 1/
√
N and therefore the second
term is order less than N2. Therefore the matrix potential is a function of
the large variables only in the large N limit.
Let us perform the integration over the small variables. We must take
into account that
δ(δUδU † − J) = 1
detU
δ(δU † − J(δU)−1)
=
1√
det J
δ(δU † − J(δU)−1) (47)
Hence, taken into account the decoupling of the small variables, equations
(47) and (30), and the definition of ǫ, the integration over the small variables
becomes∫
D(δU)D(δU †)δ(δUδU †−J) ∝
(
1√
N
)((N2−N)(1+ǫ)−ǫN)
→
(
1√
N
)N2
(48)
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Hence after the integration over the small variables, ZI becomes in the
large N limit
ZI ∝
(
1√
N
)N2 ∫
DULDU
†
Lδ(U
†
LUL − 1) exp
{
−NTr(U †LΛULA)
}
(49)
and after the integration over DU †L
ZI ∝
(
1√
N
)N2 ∫
DUL exp
{
−NTr(U †LΛULA)
}
(50)
where now DUL is the measure over unitary matrices with only order N el-
ements nonzero. Let us remark that that the number of nonzero elements
is not fixed but it is order N . Therefore the dimension of the set of inho-
mogeneous matrices is not a fixed number. This means that DUL is not a
Riemanian measure in the usual sense. This is not important in the large N
limit. Actually I will show that the integral over DUL is given by only one
configuration in the large N limit.
But we can also define DUL explicitly as a sum
DUL = D1UL +D2UL + · · · (51)
where D1UL is the measure over unitary diagonal matrices, D2UL is the
measure over unitary matrices with two diagonals a so on. For instance let
us consider the set of inhomogeneous matrices with large N elements in the
main diagonal only. Then we perform all the tricks describe above and we
arrive to the partition function restricted over inhomogeneous matrices with
large elements in the main diagonal
Z1I ∝
(
1√
N
)N2 ∫
D1UL exp
{
−NTr(U †LΛULA)
}
(52)
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whereD1UL is the measure over diagonal unitary matrices. In this way we can
write the partition function ZI as a sum over partition function restricted over
diagonal, bidiagonal and so on. The factors in front of each partition function
ZjI are differents, but all are of the same order in the large N limit. These
factors are not important because in the large N limit only one configurations
enter into the path integral ZI .
The partition function ZI can be solved with a saddle-point method be-
cause depends only on order N degrees of freedom. Actually the saddle-point
equation is given by
∂
∂Uab
Tr(U †ΛUA) = 0 (53)
In this case any correction to the saddle-point solutions are order the ex-
pansion parameter, which is 1/N2, times the number of degrees of freedom,
which are order N . Let us remark that if we perform any change of variables
in (50), for instance
(UL)ab → (|(UL)ab|, θab), (54)
the saddle-point conditions (53) do not change. This is because the Jacobian
of any change of variables grows as an exponential of N , because there are
only N degrees of freedom, for instance the jacobian of (54) is the product
of N elements ∏
(a,b)∈Γ
|(UL)ab|, (55)
whereas the potential grows as the exponential of N2.
Taken into account that ULU
†
L = I, the saddle point configuration of (53)
are given by:
UΛU †A = AUΛU †, (56)
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or in other words the matrix Φ must commute with the external matrix A.
Actually (56) is the condition of commutativity of Φ and A in the basis where
the matrix A is diagonal.
Let us remark that the above equation (56) comes from the fact that UL
is a unitary matrix with only order N nonzero elements. It is not important
if all its nonzero elements are order one or 1/
√
N . Of course a unitary matrix
with only order N nonzero elements must have N large elements.
The same analysis can be carried out for configurations with large ele-
ments, small elements and order 1/
√
N elements. For instance configurations
with order N large elements and order N2 − N elements order 1/√N . Let
us remark that there is a very important difference between elements order
1/
√
N and small elements, which are order less than 1/
√
N . The former are
coupled with the large elements and between them through the potential and
the small elements do not enter into the potential and do not coupled with
the large elements through the unitary constraint. Nevertheless we must be
careful with the above division between large, small and homogeneous ele-
ments. An element order 1/
√
N enter into the potential only if there are
order N2 homogeneous elements in the same row or column.
Therefore we can construct configurations with order N2 degrees of free-
dom coupled between them starting with the homogeneous configurations
and changing a finite number of homogeneous elements in each row an col-
umn by small elements. In this way we can also construct configurations with
order N degrees of freedom coupled between them starting from the inhomo-
geneous configurations and changing a finite number of small elements in each
row and column by homogeneous configurations. Therefore with this trick
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one can generate the same number of coupled and uncoupled configurations.
We can also generate new configurations with N2 degrees of freedom
starting from the homogeneous configurations and adding order N large el-
ements. For instance a unitary matrix with N large elements and N2 − N
homogeneous elements. But with this trick we can also generate inhomoge-
neous configurations starting from inhomogeneous configurations: if we add
order N large elements to a matrix with order N large elements the result
will be a matrix with order N large elements.
We can generate new configurations with order N2 degrees of freedom
from homogeneous configurations changing a complete row or column of ho-
mogeneous elements by small elements. If we apply this trick to an inhomo-
geneous configuration then the new configuration will have N large elements
and N homogeneous elements and these will be coupled to the large elements.
But the number of degrees of freedom will be also order N .
All the configurations generated from homogeneous and inhomogeneous
configurations with combinations of the above tricks exhaust the set of uni-
tary matrices. Therefore for each configuration with N2 degrees of freedom
generate from some homogeneous configurations we can generate a config-
uration with N degrees of freedom from an inhomogeneous configuration.
Hence the partition function in the large N limit can be split into two terms:
Z = A1Zuncoupled + Zcoupled (57)
where Zuncoupled is the partition function restricted over the set of unitary
matrices with only order N nonzero elements. Actually
Zuncoupled = Ndeg exp{−NTr(U †ΛUA} (58)
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where U is a solution of (56) and Ndeg is the number of solutions of (56).
The partition function Zcoupled is bounded by
Zcoupled ≤ V ol exp{−NTr(U †SΛUSA} (59)
where US is the absolute minimum in the subset of unitary matrices with N
2
degrees of freedom. And V ol is of the same order as A1 in the large N limit.
Hence if the absolute minimum of the potential which is given by (56)
belongs to the subset of configuration with N degrees of freedom then the
partition function Zuncoupled gives the leading contribution to the partition
function in the large N limit.
Let us study now the solutions of (56). There are several cases: If the
spectrum of the matrix A is non degenerate, then the matrix U †ΛU must be a
diagonal matrix because only a diagonal matrix can commute with a diagonal
nondegenerate matrix. And if the spectrum of Λ is non degenerate, then the
identity matrix is the only solutions of (56). In this case the value of the
matrix potential in (50) is Tr(AΛ). If the spectrum of Λ is degenerate, then
there are an infinite number of unitary matrices which satisfy U †ΛU = Λ:
all the unitary matrices corresponding to change of basis that leave invariant
the subspace of eigenvectors of Φ with the same eigenvalue. These unitary
matrices are block diagonal, the dimension of each block is given by the
dimension of each subspace. Then if these dimensions are order N then
there are solutions of (56) that do not belong to the subset of inhomogeneous
configurations and the reduction of the number of degrees of freedom does not
take place. But this does not hold because the Van der Monde determinant,
which arise in the change of variables (23), forbids configurations where the
matrix Λ is degenerate. In the large N limit the degeneration of Λ cannot
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be order N and the solutions of (56) belong to the subset of inhomogeneous
configurations.
If the spectrum of A is degenerate, then the matrix U †ΛU must be block
diagonal. For instance if
Aii = a1 i = 1, · · · , n1
Aii = a2 i = n1, · · · , n2
.
.
Aii = aj i = nj−1, · · · , N (60)
then U †ΛU is given by j boxes in the diagonal of dimensions given by the
set of numbers nk. In this case the matrix U is also block diagonal and
the dimension of each block depends on both matrices A and Λ. If the
degeneration of A is order N then there are solutions of (56) which do not
belong to the subset of inhomogeneous configurations, but we can chose the
external matrix A to be nondegenerate.
In the large N limit the eigenvalue configurations are given by continuum
functions a(x) and Λ(x). Therefore near a given eigenvalue there are an infi-
nite number of eigenvalues, but this number is order less than N . Therefore
the solutions of (56) are unitary matrices which belong to the subset of inho-
mogeneous configurations in the large N limit and the leading contribution
to the partition function is given by ZI .
All the solutions of (56) give the same contribution to the partition func-
tion. Actually the value of the matrix potential for solutions of (56) is always
Tr(AΛ). And one expect that the number of solutions must be a continuum
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functional of the eigenvalue configurations. Hence, in the large N limit the
partition function is
NS[λ(x), a(x)] exp{Tr(ΛA)} (61)
where NS is the number of solutions of (56). It is not possible to find the
functional NS from the equation (56). But the integration in (13) can be per-
formed exactly for finite N [3]. Therefore, from the exact solution is possible
to extract the functional NS in the large N limit.
Let us remark a few things about the equation (56). In the application of
one hermitian matrix models to condensed matter, mesoscopic and nuclear
physics the matrix is identify with a Hamiltonian and the partition function
is a sum over Hamiltonians which satisfy some symmetry[5]. For instance
matrix models with real matrices are related to models with time-reversal and
spin-rotation symmetries, complex matrices are related to models with time-
reversal symmetry broken by a magnetic field or magnetic impurities, and
quaternionic matrices are related to models with the spin-rotation symmetry
broken by strong spin-orbit scattering for instance. In all this cases the
correlation between the eigenvalues {λi} are given by
∏
i 6=j
(λi − λj)β (62)
where β can be 1, 2 or 4 depending on the symmetry of the model. Actually
β is the number of degrees of freedom in the matrix elements: 1 for real
matrices, 2 for complex matrices and 4 for quaternionic matrices. But it is
well known that if one introduce into the matrix potential a coupling with an
external matrix, as in (10), the exponent in (62) changes. But let us observe
that, in the large N limit, the coupling with an external matrix restricts
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the sum over all hermitian matrices to the sum over hermitian matrices that
commute with the external matrix A (56). Therefore the change in the index
β is still related with a change in the symmetry of the set of matrices over
which the path integral is defined.
Let us perform the calculation of
Z =
∫
DΦexp {−NTr(ΦAΦA + V (Φ))} (63)
Now the integral over the unitary matrices U is given by:
Z˜ =
∫
DU exp
{
−NTr(U †ΛUAU †ΛUA)
}
(64)
One can prove that the classical configurations of the matrix potential
are given by
(U †ΛUA)2 = (AU †ΛU)2. (65)
The solutions of (56) are also solutions of the above equations. But there
are other solutions. For instance, the configurations which satisfy
U †ΛUA = −AU †ΛU (66)
are also solutions of the new saddle-point equation. In this case the number
of solutions depends on the diagonal matrix A and Λ. For instance, if A
is the identity matrix there are not solutions of (66). Actually, there are
solutions of (66) only if:
aii = −ajj (67)
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for some i and j. Therefore the form of the matrix A must be:


A1
−A1
A2
−A2
·
·
·
D


(68)
where Ai are matrices proportional to the identity matrix and D is a matrix
which does not verify (67). Then the form of the matrix U †ΛU must be


0 B1
B†1 0
0 B2
B†2 0
·
·
·
0


(69)
where Bi is a complex matrix, and the square root of the eigenvalues of the
hermitian matrices B†iBi are the eigenvalues of Λ. The value of the matrix
potential for these configurations is
− 2∑
i
a2iTr(B
†
iBi) 6= Tr(A2Λ2), (70)
where Ai = aiI. Whereas for the same matrix A and Λ, the value of the
action for the solution of (56) is
2
∑
i
aiTr(B
†
iBi) = Tr(A
2Λ2). (71)
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Therefore, solutions of
U †ΛUA = AU †ΛU
U †ΛUA = −AU †ΛU (72)
are saddle-point configurations of the partition function (13). But their con-
tributions to the partition function are different. Therefore, we can think the
two set of solutions as different vacua of the model. There are other saddle-
point configurations: configurations for which the matrix U †ΛUA has two
blocks in the diagonal, in such a way that one of the block satisfy the com-
mutation conditions and the other the anticommutation conditions. These
sets of solutions give different contribution to the integration over the U
matrix.
This is an interesting difference between the linear coupling to an external
matrix and the gaussian coupling: the former has only one vacuum whereas
in the gaussian coupling there are several vacua of the saddle point equa-
tion corresponding to the integration of the unitary matrix. But in all this
cases if the degeneration of the external matrix is order one in the large N
limit then the solutions of saddle point equation are given by inhomogeneous
configurations and the reduction of degrees of freedom holds. If the external
matrix A does not verify (67) then the only solutions are given by solutions
of
U †ΛUA = AU †ΛU (73)
In this case the eigenvalues must be all of the same sign because if for some i
and j, the corresponding eigenvalues verify λi = −λj then there are solutions
different from (??. This is because the symmetry between A and Λ in the
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equations. For this vacuum the degeneration factor NS[Λ, A] must the same
as in the linear case. Therefore the partition function (13), in the large N
limit, becomes:
Z˜ ∝ 1
∆(Λ)
exp{−NTr(A2Λ2)} (74)
Even though this model can be used to define pure Quantum Gravity
with extrinsic curvature its solution is not very interesting from a physical
point of view[7, 9].
4. Conclusions
The main conclusion of this paper is that for matrix models with N2
degrees of freedom for finite N there is a reduction of the number of degrees
of freedom in the large N limit, actually the number of degrees of freedom
becomes order N . This reduction is the origin of the factorization of the
vacuum expectation values of products of observables in the path integral
approach in the matrix models studied in this paper.
The reduction showed in this paper is different from the well known
Eguchi-Kaway reduction[10]. The EK reduction is a reduction of the ex-
ternal space: the model reduces to a zero dimensional model; while in the
reduction studied in this paper the reduction takes place in the internal space
of degrees of freedom: actually the matrix models studied in this paper are
zero dimensional.
It seems that this reduction is more fundamental than the EK reduction.
This reduction is the origin of the factorization of product of observables and
the factorization is the origin of the EK reduction.
This result holds only if at least order N2 degrees of freedom can be
thought as the elements of some unitary matrices and the absolute minimum
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of the matrix potential, as a function of this unitary matrices, is given by a
configuration with only order N degrees of freedom. The first condition is
accomplished by every matrix model and also by gauge theories in the lattice
because every hermitian or unitary matrix can be split into the diagonal
matrix of its eigenvalues and a unitary matrix:Φ = U †ΛU . The second
condition seems to depend on the matrix potential. For instance, in two
unitary matrix models with matrix potential given by
TrV (U1) + TrV (U2) + Tr(U1U2) + h.c., (75)
there are saddle point configurations which do not verify the second condi-
tion. But if one perform the following change of variables
Ui → Ω†iθiΩi, (76)
where θi is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of Ui and Ω is a unitary
matrix; then the saddle point configurations corresponding to the matrix
variable Ω verify the second condition. Actually this problem is analogous
to the matrix models studied in this paper. Therefore if for any given matrix
model or gauge theory in the lattice is possible to find a change of variables,
as for instance (76), such that order N2 degrees of freedom are the elements
of some unitary matrices, for instance Ω in (76), and perhaps there are other
N degrees of freedom, for instance the diagonal matrix θ in (76), and the
saddle point configurations of the potentials as functions of the former unitary
matrices are given by N degrees of freedom only, then the reduction of the
number of degrees of freedom holds in the large N limit.
This reduction must be a general result of the large N limit because the
factorization of the expectation values of products of observables is a general
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result and is difficult to understand how the product of observables depending
on N2 degrees of freedom can factorize if fluctuation to all orders enter into
the path integral. Therefore we can conjecture that this reduction in the
internal space must be a general behaviour of the large N limit in the path
integral approach.
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